Aptean Analytics for Aptean
Industrial Manufacturing ERP

Simplifying Complex
Enterprise Data

Seeing Your Business In Action
How can you take a seemingly infinite amount of information and derive meaningful insights? Aptean Analytics
set out to do just that.
Aptean Analytics delivers industry-specific dashboards built for Aptean Industrial Manufacturing ERP
Made2Manage Edition. Easily identify issues related to profitability, planning, manufacturing, quality, purchasing,
inventory, sales and delivery. Conduct searches for specific information and interact with dynamic dashboards
and analytics. You’ll be able to navigate your data freely since there are no predefined or fixed drill-paths. In fact,
changes and customizations can be made easily—allowing you to discover data insights on the fly.
Data is only good if you can use it effectively. This sounds straightforward but discrete manufacturers
understand the underlying importance in this message. The challenge is to take a seemingly infinite amount
of information and translate into trended views of meaningful business Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
This representation of the data enables business decision makers to gather insights and to make wellinformed decisions quickly to reduce costs, lower inventory, improve productivity, raise profits, and increase
competitiveness.
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Powered By QlikView
Aptean Analytics is powered by the industry-leading QlikView platform, deployed by more than 30,000
customers across the globe. Aptean Analytics drives real decisions by providing actionable insight with the
Associative Discovery capability.
Actionable insights are driven by the Associative Discovery capability. Using this, Aptean Analytics digs quickly
into data from virtually any source and identifies relevant correlations. Then, your associated data is identified
by dynamic color-coding. This process allows you to quickly find insights much faster than traditional Business
Intelligence (BI).

Discrete Manufacturing Specific Dashboards
Aptean Analytics delivers standard out-of-the-box dashboards focused on discrete manufacturer needs, taking
away the complexity that has plagued many traditional BI solutions of the past. The standard dashboard ties in
all aspects of the business such as sales, production, quality, inventory, finance and delivery. Dashboards can
also be easily tailored to display unique metrics specific to your requirements. With user-friendly charts, tables,
dashboards and other visuals, Aptean Analytics eliminates ambiguity. You’re left with a clear picture that makes
it easier to guide decision making.

Scalable
Scaling up or down with Aptean Analytics is easy. In fact, the process is done automatically so you never have
to worry about any relationships between existing and new datasets. Quite simply: as the database scales, the
solution’s capabilities scale as well.
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Are you Ready to
Learn More?
Want more information on
Advanced Reporting for Industrial
Manufacturing ERP?
Contact Us at info@aptean.com or
visit www.aptean.com.

About Aptean

Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain
solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions
serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products,
services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed.
For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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